
   

Activations/Promotions 

The activations/promotions crew will engage the crowd and create excitement around all 

activations and promotions throughout the event.  

 Assist with activations with National Team members 

 Conduct surveys and offer prizing 

 Build excitement and engage crowds for activations and promotions 

 Assist with coordination and timing of promotions 

 Organize and prepare prizing 

 Must have an energetic, friendly and outgoing personality 

 AM/PM Shifts Available Friday thru Monday (May 17-May 20) 

Awards 

The Awards Crew will assist with the preparation and execution of the medal ceremonies, as well 

as the presentation of the All-Star and MVP awards.  

 Assist with set-up/tear down of awards area 

 Assist with presentation of medals 

 Assist with presentation of All-Star and MVP awards 

 Assist with organizing all prizing (medals, volleyballs, banners, etc) 

 Assist with the collection of medal sheets and award nomination forms 

 Assist with awards area traffic flow (crowd control, moving people to photo stage) 

 Should be comfortable in front of crowds 

 Shifts Available Monday (May 20) *Times TBD 

Results Management (Tables/Scoresheets) 

The Results Management Crew will assist with the electronic scoring system, pool play and playoff 

brackets 

 Assist with court-side tablet support and electronic scoring system 

 Assist with entering or reviewing match results 

 Assist with updating pool play results and playoff brackets 

 Assist/answer questions in Pubic Results area 

 Assist distribution and collection of game sheets 

 AM/PM Shifts Available Saturday thru Monday (May 18 thru May 20) 

 
 
 

 



   

Team Check-In/Team Packages·  

The team check-in crew will assist with the assembly and distribution of team/athlete packages, as 

well as the coach check-in process itself. 

 Assist with the assembly of team/athlete packages 

 Assist with the coach check-in process (verifying rosters, proof of age, coaching 

certification, and distribution packages) 

 Assist with answering basic event questions and providing directions to athletes/coaches 

 Must be organized, friendly and welcoming. 

 Shifts Available Thursday and Friday (May 16 and May 17) *Times TBD 

 

 

Court Crew 

The Court Crew will be responsible for the maintenance of the volleyball courts. This includes 

net height adjustments, flooring issues, blood spill clean-up and general clean up between 

matches. 

 Ensure score sheet tablets are properly charged (between matches and waves) 

 Assist with court transition and regular net height changes (between matches). Check 

court numbers are properly attached to net and referee stand 

 Assist with court issues (flooring, referee stands etc.) repair or correct tears\issues to 

taped boundary lines 

 Assist with court clean up between matches, remind teams to pick up garbage and 

personal items notify Operations staff if garbage receptacles are full 

 Clean up blood spills and properly dispose of the contents using provided Blood Kit 

 Check in on any reported injuries, serious injuries should be reported to your supervisor 

 Assist with awards area traffic flow (crowd control, moving people to photo stage) 

 Should be comfortable in front of crowds 

 AM/PM Shifts Available Fri thru Mon (May 17-May 20) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



   

VC Info Booth 

The Volleyball Canada Info Booth Crew will be the first point of contact for tournament-goers, 

athletes and coaches. This will be the main resource for questions, assistance and navigation of 

the venue.  

 Welcoming tournament-goers and provide information about the event 

 Assist with Info Booth set-up/tear down 

 Assist with promotion of world league matches 

 Answer questions or direct to proper staff (amenities, directions, schedule) 

 Assist with the distribution of event prizing or giveaways 

 Must be friendly and outgoing 

 AM/PM Shifts Available Fri thru Mon (May 17-May 20) 

Access Control 

Access Control crew will be responsible for ensuring that proper accreditation is shown by all 

individuals entering the court area.  
 Understand accreditation/event pass breakdown per day 

 Request that all individuals entering the court area show accreditation/event pass 

 Direct spectators to ticketing area if they do not have proper event pass 

 Direct team staff/players to Competition Office if they have lost their accreditation 

 AM/PM Shifts Available Fri thru Mon (May 17-May 20) 

 


